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Communal Facility 

Studio 4: Transformation of the Karel de Stouteplein area in Rotterdam Charlois   Instructor: Otto Trienekens 





This booklet was made for the Msc2 
course of urban plan & city analysis. The 
area is located in the neighborhood Oud 
Charlois in Rotterdam. 
During the 8 weeks’ studio, we focus 
on data analysis and planning of 
restructuring the existing urban fabric. In 
the first 4 weeks, we use GIS and cos.
nl to help us collect and analysis data. In 
the last 4 weeks, we start to design and 
plan a  solution for this renewal program 
of Oud Charlois. The design is mainly 
based on the research we have done 
in the beginning. All the concept map 
and design drawing can be found in this 
booklet.

Preface     communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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Facilities that shared with public 
to improve the living standard 
and quality. There are different 
types of communal facilities which 
included
■ Infrastructure: 
such as Highway/ Road/ Railway/
Tram station/ Parking lot/ Bus 
stop…ect.

■ Sewer system 

■ Utility facility: 
like Water plant/ Power plant/ Gas 
station/ Pipe line/ Street furniture/ 
Light…ect.

■ Facilities and public space for 
the neighborhood:
like School/ Sport facility/ Library/ 
Museum/ Market/ Park/ Play-
ground/ Shelter…ect.

What is communal facility?

Definition  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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In our design, we mainly focus on communal 
facilities for the neightbourhood like sport fa-
cilities, job coaching and education facilities...
etc. 
We introduced a cultural program with arts, 
stages and education in the park and we de-
signed a cultural centre in the central of this 
neightbourhood. In this centre people could 
learn about the different cultures in the neight-
bourhood. This centre would be specifically fo-
cused on the second generation immigrants. 
There should also be job programs and job 
coaching for the people from this generation 
and it should be not only a place to work, but it 
should also be a place where teenagers could 
hang around.
Other important points from our plan is the 
regeneration of the housing area nearby, the 
improvement of the ending of the Canal street 
and the connections between the green areas 
in the neighbourhood, as is shown in the mas-
ter plan.
We also introduce a buss line so that the peo-
ple can reach the shops in the Wolphaertsbo-
cht wit public transport. And create parking lots 
nearby the Karel de Stoute plein. Becouse of 
this improvements the street could become 
an important shopping street again. There will 
also be less carsin the street 
After this we will make a route by placing some 
sculptures at certain places. This sculptures 
will work as a sort of marks or mini icons to 
show the art route and to create an art and 
education route.

The Master Plan
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Timeline    communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis

To understand the problems in the neighbourhood it is important to look at 
the history of Charlois. Charlois is an old settlement. It is founded in the 
15th century. Charlois used to be an independent town with an agricultural 
based economy until1895,when it was annexed by Rotterdam.     

In the first half of the 20th century most of the 
houses in the district were build. Most of the 
people were working in the harbour and were 
also living nearby. There was a strong social 
structure. 
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During the suburbanisation period from the sixties 
till the eighties most native Dutch families moved to 
the suburbs like Barenddrecht, because the houses 
and the living environment fitted their lifestyle better. 
The families who where moving away, were mainly 
young families with children.

The people who were moving into these houses were mainly 
immigrants and artists. They were attracted by the cheap hous-
ing. The artists were also attracted by the old and historical 
architecture. We have also distinguished a third group. This is 
the group of people who only stay in Carlois for a few years or 
even shorter. These people care less about there neighbour-
hood, because they only stay there for a short time.
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At the moment there are strong social 
networks inside the groups but there 
are almost no connections between 
the groups. They go to their own 
shops and they have their own places 
to hang out, but there are also places 
where they meet.

When we look to the whole city of Rotterdam, 
we must conclude that there are quite a lot of 
immigrants living and working in Rotterdam.  
In the future, Rotterdam will live more im-
migrants than native Dutch and the second 
generation of immigrants should be consider 
as a target group to integrate. 
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1980~1990

««
Social group-Native Dutch Social group-Immigrant Social group-Artist

From the data we collected, we 
found the social composition in 
Oud Charlois can be devided into 
four groups, the native Dutch , im-
migrants, artists and short stay 
people. 
When we take a closer look at 
where the differnt groups meet, we 
find out that they all go to their own 
shops. Althought they migh live-
ing in the same neighborhood and 
working at the same place, but the 
different culture background, reli-
gion and life style seperate them 
into several groups and had no 
relate or contact with each others. 
Artists meet their friends in club 
or galeries, the native Dutch meet 
each others in the church and local 
bars. The immigrants mainly meet 
at shops for immigrants and some 
will meet in the mosque. However, 
there are no space and facilities 
for teenagers but adult or fam-
ily. Therefore, we want to provid 
a meeting place for the second 
generation of immigrant, who has 
social contact with other groups in 
school and has higher possibility 
to integrate. 

Social Network  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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There used to be a strong social network in the 
neightbourhood. Nowadays there is a strong social 
network within the different groups,but not between 
the groups. On the map on the left you can see 
where people go for their dail routine except Oud 
Charlois:

Native Dutch: 
Shopping at Zuidplein and R’dam center
Working at harbor, Zuidplein and R’dam center
Have recreation at Zuidpark and R’dam center
Meeting friends at R’dam center

Immigrant:
Shopping at Zuidplein and R’dam center
Working at harbor, Zuidplein and R’dam center
Have recreation at Zuidpark and R’dam center
Meeting friends at R’dam center

Artist:
Shopping at R’dam center
Working at  and R’dam center
Have recreation at Zuidpark and R’dam center
Meeting friends at Delfshaven, Wihelminakade 
and R’dam center

Train station
Metro station
Culture& Learning Center
Museum
Organization
Native Dutch
Immigrant
Artist
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Ethnic comosition/ Rotterdam Income/ Rotterdam
Compared with other cities in 
the Netherlands, Rotterdam has 
more immigrants living and work-
ing there. The ethnic composition 
map shows that except the north 
part, most districts in Rotterdam 
have more than half’s population 
are immigrants. Also, the per-
centage of immigrant is inversely 
proportional to the income level, 
which means the immigrants in 
Rotterdam are mainly labors or 
doing low income jobs. 

From the demography maps, we 
can see there is a high percent-
age of eldery people in Charlois, 
which mainly consits of native 
Dutch. They have been  living in 
their neightbourhood for a long 
time. Therefore we can conclude 
that the young generation in Oud 
Charlois has high percentage is 
immigrant.

Demography  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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Age/ Rotterdam Age/ CharloisIncome/ Rotterdam
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Commuting/ Rotterdam
During the 50’s people in Charlois 
used to work in the harbor or 
nearby their home. Most of them 
are low education labors and 
because of lacking skill, their job 
opportunities are limited. After  the 
business shrinking in the harbor, 
many of them are difficult to find 
jobs near their house. Today, most 
people travel further to reach their 
work.

From the analysis map we can see, 
most jobs are found in the centre 
of Rotterdam and the harbor. Also, 
there are more jobs than dwelling 
in Zuiderpark and the Zuidplein in 
district Charlois.

Working&Living  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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Working and Living/ Rotterdam Working and Living/ Charlois
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Average Stay years/ Rotterdam

Move Mobility  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis

From the average stay years map we 
can found almost 50 percant’s people 
are stay in Charlois form 2 to 9 years 
and about 18 percant’s people stay 
more than 15 years. That means Char-
lois is a good pleace to settle down 
and people do have enought time to 
develop their own social network.

When we look at the people moving in 
and out of the city, large numbers of 
Dutch move out to suburban area and 
the immigrant move in to occupy the 
vacancy space. In the future there will 
be more immigrants than native dutch 
in the neightbourhood.
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Move mobility/ Charlois --
Move out

Move mobility/ Charlois --
Move in
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Oud Charlois should be a dynamic 
and multi-cultural neightbourhood, 
where everybody (especially the 
second generation of immigrant) 
can has their own identity and 
place, but still can easily contact 
and has interaction with other social 
group. There sould be a place for 
everyone where they can show 
different culture and understanding 
and respect eachother. In addition, 
to offer  young people a place to 
hang around and playing sport 
without hostility. 
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On the website of the municipality of Rotterdam we could see that most immi-
grants in Rotterdam should take the course of dutch language to help them to 
obtain a job with higher income.

Rotterdam as a mosaic:

This is a rapport about integration in general goes as following:
The multicultural society is no longer seen as a crucible, where everybody should 
have the same identity, but should be seen more as a mosaic. Everybody has their 
own identity but they are connected with common moral values. This is the glue of 
the mosaics.  
It is one of the most important things for immigrant to learn the Dutch language so 
they can participate in the Dutch society.
The participation rate should also become higher according to the municipal of 
Rotterdam. Besides this, the immigrants are responsible for their own integration.

 
Second generation immigrants: 

The municipality has propose another rapport about the second generation immi-
grants:
They state that quarter of them have higher education, while quarter of them have 
no qualification. So there is a big difference in schooling in this group.
The municipality advice school to signalize dropouts early, to support them after 
secondary school and to involve them more into the making of the policy.
 

R’dam Policies   communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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There is a strong social network within 4 groups in Oud-Charlois, 
but the mixed living leads cultural conflicts and tensions within the 
neighborhood. People feel unsafe, because of this segregation 
between the groups. They have the feeling that they can not really 
trust their neightbours and they hang out mainly with people from 
their own group. This perception of unsafety combined with social 
segregation is becoming a serious social problem. In our design 
we will focus on the second generation immigrants and teenagers 
in the neighborhood. They can learn language and shift culture 
quicker than their parents and have better chance to integrate into 
the society.

Besides this, there also a problem with young people hanging 
around.This is considere percept d to be a threats to neighbor-
hood security according to many people. This is also because the 
teenagers who are hanging around are mainly second generation 
immigrants, while the elderly people are mainly Dutch. Another 
problem is that many youngsters have low education. People think 
them might endanger the security of the society and cause more 
social problem.

The idea of culture and learning center is through art and cultural 
grogram to reach the goal of social integration. We plan to provide 
teenagers a place where they can do their homework and can re-
lax, also mix it with good sporting facilities. Also a program for the 
second generation that they can self identify themselves (the -in 
between- generation).

Satisfaction

Safety and security
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In the master plan, we try to solve some 
conspicuous problems such as scatter 
green area , poor quality dwellig, lack 
sporting facility and social segregation. 

First, we relocated the sporting facili-
ties  inside the neighborhood and open 
some block to connect the green space 
together.

In addition, the dwellings near the cen-
ter of Oud Charlois are dilapidated, a 
regeneration progrem is need to be rise  
in this area. Also, we introduce a green 
area and sporting facilities to create a 
recreation space for inhabitants.  

Moreover, we want to use art and cul-
ture program as a tool to integrate 
different groups’ people. Therefore we 
place a culture and learning center in 
the middle of the neightbourhood. By 
working with artist, school and local or-
ganization, we want to hold events and 
culture market to attract  more people to 
visit Oud Charlois. 

Also add one bus line on the main street 
to improve the accessibility of the heart 
of Oud Charlois and put more lights on 
the street to improve the safety at night.

Vacency map/ Oud Charlois

Masterplan  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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S

Church
Mosque
Sport field
Parking
Art objects
Lighting
Bus stop
Regeneration area
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Social facilities

Recreation facilities

When we look to the facilities in the 
neightburhood we have concluded 
that there are not so many recre-
ation facilities in Charlois as in the 
rest of Rotterdam. Espacially cul-
tural facilities are more to be found 
eldewhere in the city. We have also 
concluded that there are a lot of fa-
cilities for homeless people and for 
people with big mental problems, 
but there are not that many facili-
ties for young adults wo does not 
have that big problems,but who 
could use coaching to reach their 
full potential.
We want to provide more art and 
culture program such as:
■ Exhibiting different culture, his-
tory and trodition of immigrants to 
help people understand each other 
and reduce the conflict.  
■ Working with artists and stu-
dents to create art objects to place 
in park or the buffer zone in the 
street to change the image of the 
neighborhood.
■ Held culture market to attract 
more people to visit here and buy  
the handcrafts or foods that made 
by immigrants.               

Culture & Learning Center

Program    communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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There are many students drop 
out school and a lot of young-
sters with low education in Oud 
Charlois. The lower level edu-
cation and lack of qualification 
directly lead to the result of low 
income.
To change the situation and 
improve the working ability of 
those youngsters, we plan to 
provide job coaching program 
to teenagers who need work-
ing training or helping to find a 
better job. By coordinate with 
local school, we offer them ad-
vanced language course, com-
puter class and varies kinds of 
working training.

Trainnig Program 
■ Computer program: to learn 
how to use the basic sofeware, 
doing paper work and operat-
ing machine.
■ Language program: to 
learn how to speak and write 
advance Dutch language to 
improve their working ability.
etc. 

Average Income

Numbers of High Education 
Student in Rotterdam 

Education Level
Job Coaching

Program    communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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Numbers of young people in Oud Charlois

The Culture & Learning Center provide teenag-
ers a place  where they can relax and doing their 
homework. Also mix it with sporting facilities, 
so them can do exercise there instate of hang 
around on the street .

Teenagers Program
■ Academic counseling: teachers, university stu-
dents or housewives who have qualification can 
volunteer to help students to do their homework 
or give them advice when they have problems.
■ Art program: Culture and Learning Center will 
work with artists to offer those young people a 
chance to visit and to assist artists doing their 
work. Also, provide painting, music and design 
classes in the center to offer teenagers a differ-
ent choice of activity but sporting.
■ Sporting facilities: a place for young people can 
do sport and exercise.

A space for teenagers
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There are more sport fields in 
Oud Charlois than other neigh-
borhod, but still, people in 
Oud Charlois feel not enough 
for them because most of the 
sport fields are located at the 
empty places at the edge of 
the neighbourhood. People do 
not really use them, because 
they are out of the way and 
unsafe. Therefore, we plan to 
relocate the sport fields at the 
centre of the neighbtourhood  
and add lighting to make these 
fields safe at night. This way 
we increase the accissibil-
ity and usage of  those sport 
fields. 

Sport Facilities Sportig Facilities

Program    communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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When we look at the cur-
ren state of maintanance of 
the private  and the public 
space,we conclude that it is 
very bad.

Besides adding green to this 
area and replacing sport fields.
We also want to improve the 
current state of the public 
space.

We want to add some sculp-
tures  to emphasis the routes 
in the neighbourhood and to 
create a sort of mini icons for 
the neightbourhood.
These sculptures will be 
placed only at  certain spots.
We also want to improve the 
play garden for the children 
and add stages and podia for 
events.

Karel de Stoute Plein 

Maintenance of 
public green

Private quality

Program    communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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PHASE ⅠPhase 1: we want to construct the 
Cultural and Learning Center and use 
the green space to link to the existing 
green in the neightborhood.  We also 
want to replace the sporting field from 
the edge of the neighborhood to the 
central. In addition to this, we will add 
bus stops on the Wolphaerts bocht 
and put lighting around the Cultural 
Center. 
Phase 2: we will regenerate the 
residencial area in the central of Oud 
Charlois. We also provide more public 
space at this place. By doing this, we  
will create another green route. This 
could be 1-5 years later than the first 
phase. Wethink this phase will take 
more time for preparation.
Phase 3: we will change the little 
skate park near the Karel Stoute 
plein into a parking lot and cancel 
the street parking in Karel de 
Stoutestaat, Schilperoortstraat and 
part of Boergoensevliet, because 
the low usage of this place and the 
demand of parking space in the 
neighborhood. We also want limit 
parking in the Wolphaertsbocht and 
adding art objects on the streer to turn 
it a proper shopping street again.

Phases        communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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PHASE Ⅱ PHASE Ⅲ
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Expectation  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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The inhabitants will percieve the 
neightbourhood as more safe in the 
future, because there is a place for 
teenagers to hang around.

There is also a cultural centre where 
people could learn about each others’ 
culture, and reduce the conflicts and 
misunderstanding. Important steps 
will be made towards integration. 

Because of these programs, people 
might percept  less social problems 
in Charlois in  the future. 

Safety and security
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2008

2030

Oud Charlois has at the 
moment a medium educational 
level. 

There are 61 percent people 
who had high education and 
this is a little bit higher than 
the average of Charlois, but 
lower than the average of 
Rotterdam.

 We plan to use the  job program 
and the working coaching 
to keep more young people 
continue to study. And hope 
to increase the high education 
rate to 70 percent.

Future Education  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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2008

2030

There are also many young 
people who drop out school and 
go to work immediately. Most of 
this youngsters do not have a 
starters qualification. 

This does not have to be 
a problem, but when these 
youngsters loose their job, it is 
difficult for them to find a new 
job. 

There is also a lot of potential 
lost in this group, because a lot 
of this people could do more 
advanced jobs if they will get 
the opportunity to study again. 
we want to offer those people 
a chance to study and improve 
their working skill to obtain a 
better job in the future.
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2008

2030

The average income in Charlois is 
€20700, which is the lowest district 
in Rotterdam. After the completion 
of the proposed job coaching pro-
gram, we hope we can help the im-
migrants to obtain a higher income 
job or create more job opportunity 
for them. 

It is also possible to keep the fami-
lies with a middle income longer 
in this neighbourhood, because 
there are less social problems and 
the atmosphere in the neighbour-
hood is better. 

Future Income  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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2008

2030 The private quality will be improved 
in the future because of three rea-
sons:

1.We regenerate area´s and con-
struct new buildings and housing 
area´s with high qualities.
2. Because of the job program 
people will have more money to 
invest in the private quality of the 
neighborhood and if we attract 
more people, we will attract people 
who care about the neighborhood.
3. Because of the social programs 
people will be more aware about 
it.

Future Private Quality  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis
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Conclusion:
There are four different social 
groups in the neighborhood. The 
networks inside are very strong on 
their own, but there are no strong 
interconnections between the net-
works.

That is why we add a cultural and 
learning centre inside the neigh-
borhood. This centre is important 
for the integration between the 
groups. 

Besides that we will also provide 
the centre with job training and 
coaching. So that people will have 
a better job. This could also lead 
to people having a higher income 
and better living environment. 

Conclusion  communal facility >> oud charlois >> msc2 urban plan & city analysis


